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EVOLUTIONARY SCENARIO

1) Identifications with conspecifics represented as existing in environment [I]      
=> Pre-human pimates represent their own entity as existing in environment

=>   Ancestral Self Consciousness.

2) Identifications with suffering or endangered conspecifics [II] 

=>  Pre-human primates represent their own entity as suffering or as endangered. 

=> Creation of an evolutionary anxiety that has to be reduced. 

3) Two different modes of evolutionary anxiety reduction:

a) Development of anxiety limitation tools (collaboration, caring, pleasure, communication, imitation, foresight, ..) [II, III] 

=> Anxiety limitation & evolutionary benefits => Evolutionary engine toward Self-Consciousness => HUMANS

b) Stop identifications with conspecifics

=> Stopped source of anxiety and stopped evolution toward Self-Consciousness =>  CHIMPANZEES.

4) Conclusion:

- PAN-HOMO Split may have come from different modes of anxiety management during primate evolution.

- Self-Consciousness came in evolution with anxiety management as a key component of our human minds [II] . 

5) Continuations:   

- Analyze intersubjectivity, identifications with conspecifics and anxiety in pre-human primate evolution. 

- Understand content of ancestral anxiety and of anxiety related meaning generations in humans [II, III].

- Understand our evolutionary sourced modes of anxiety limitation (including evil behavior) [II, III].

- Consider feeling of being an existing entity => Reflectivity => Entry point to Phenomenal Consciousness.
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